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What’s your Data Story?:

Tips for Utilizing Spend Data Analytics Improved 

Bidding and Contract Management



What’s the narrative?
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Identify Savings

Improving the Internal 
Buying Process

Outlook on Rogue 
Spend

Insights into 
departmental 

spending habits

Benchmarking 
organizational 

efficiency

Identifying Needs

Cost Sheet 
Development

Evaluation

Analytically ‘Dense’ Parts of the 
‘Seven Stage of Procurement’

Analytical Concepts and 
Constructs



Identifying Needs

 The key steps for the Need Identification stage are:

- Identifying internally/externally the need for purchase or establishment of a new contract.

- Identifying exceptions to the State Purchasing Act.

- Analyzing existing contract sources by applying the Order of Precedence.

- Determining whether a sourcing event is required.

- Reviewing special approvals or restrictions applying to certain purchases.
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Business Intelligence for Analyzing the Purchasing 

Need

 Spend Analytics for Identifying the Stakeholders

 Spend Analytics for Conducting Market Analysis

- Potential Sources of Supply

- Geographical Scope of Sources

- Diversity in Supplier Base

 Line Item Data and ‘Determining Scope’

- Historical Scope

- Future Scope
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Identifying Potential Stakeholders

Concepts to Grasp

 Review departmental level spending habits to develop your cross functional team

 Realize that ‘spend’ is not the holy grail for a cross-functional team (ex. Atlanta Public Schools and 

Bainbridge State College were low $ spend but had specificity in requests for certain items)

 Takeaway: Pull ‘team members’ with a spend-by-sub-department context in mind; whilst operating 

from a context that specialized spend covered by the contract can come from lower-spend sub-

departments
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Cross Functional Team Members

(Source: Spend Radar)



Potential Sources of Supply
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State Snapshot

Industry Snapshot

Supplier Parent Spend

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO $4,782,906

HOME DEPOT $233,467

GRAINGER INC $36,683

LOWES COMPANIES INC $7,752

THE GLIDDEN CO INC $6,024

MSC INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY $4,524

FASTENAL CO $4,403



Potential Sources of Supply

Concepts to Grasp:

 Classification of spend by the National Institute of Government Purchasing codes assists in 

reviewing spend across a given commodity or spend area

 Public queries in Peoplesoft, such as 0SP048_PO_SPEND_BY_NIGP (PO Spend by NIGP) 

provide the interested buyer with spend across a variety of suppliers in a specific code

 Data points such as employee size, location breadth, and estimated revenue that are available on 

premium sites can be potential indicators of the output capacity of certain vendors

 Utilization of Market Research Tools (Premium and Free) to tap into an industry overview:
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Cost Sheet Development

 Open vs. Fixed Quantity Contract and the Benefits of Line Item Historical Data

 Letting historical data tell the story in your RF(x) development

- Data-driven breakdown in ‘scoring’ of core and non-core lists

- Pareto Efficiency for Core-List (80/20 rule) using a combination of quantity and unit line item 

$ amount

- Scarce effort for maximum effect

 Example of ‘Paint and Paint Supplies’ Cost Sheet Development
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Lessons from Paint RF(Q)
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Evaluation Process

 Building the cost-sheet to guide a stream-lined evaluation process

 Utilizing historical spend adjusted to inflation as a benchmark for cost benefits analysis against 

proposed pricing

(Indexed Cost Adjustment for Goods) – (‘New’ Bid Cost for Goods) = Cost Benefit
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11(Source: bls.gov)



 Visibility of Spend by Supplier

- Leverage purchase power by 

reviewing historical trends and 

projecting future spend by 

Supplier and ‘Supplier Groups’ 

(i.e., Staples, Office Depot, etc.)

 Visibility of Spend by Supplier by 

Business Unit

- Spend by Supplier across 

different organizational sub-units 

on non-contracted spend can 

possibly reveal non-standardized 

line-item level cost
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Identify Savings



Concepts to Identify Savings

 Utilization of a Single Source of Truth Model for review of aggregated spend data

- Data from multiple sources

 Input > Output (WYSIWYG) 

- Automation and tailoring of data cleansing

- Granularity in data
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Improving the Internal Buying Processes

 You have the data, you’re reviewing it regularly, now what?

 Utilization of a Data-Use Maturity Model with Spend Data as a Component assists in:

- Rationalize Supplier Base

- High-level review of # of suppliers for opportunities of consolidating supplier base in a 

given spend area

- Accurate reporting of line-item level data (improved line-item descriptions of 

good/service acquired)

- I.E., (‘Steelcase Executive Table Model# 123ABC with removable wheels for 

Commissioners Office’, vs. Table)

- Rationalizing doesn’t necessarily mean ‘shrinking’ of supplier base – think ‘right-sizing’
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Review of Maverick Spend
 Reviewing opportunities for business unit level efficiency by way of Maverick Spend (Source Below: 

Spikes Cavell)

- Suppliers where the value of non-contracted spend is non-compliant either by legal or 

internal procurement standards

- Spend with non-contracted vendors in categories where a contract is available

- The categories of spend where there may be too many suppliers and no contract in place
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Level of Confidence

1. High

2. Medium

3. Low

4. Outliers

‘Manageable’ Universe

Concepts and Takeaways

1. Defining supplier names

2. Defined NIGP codes by supplier

3. Scope of NIGP by contract 



Cross-Departmental Spending Habits

 State-Level

- Targeting Spend between Agencies within a certain policy scope

- Spend across Agencies with non-aligned policy scope but similar buying habits

- Benefits:

- Opportunities for Statewide Contracts

 Agency-Level

- Targeting Spend between Agency departments

- Opportunities for Agency contracts to rationalize supplier base
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Opportunity Assessment: Benchmarking Organizational Efficiency
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 Model of Purchasing 

Portfolio Management

- $ Expenditure (x-axis)

- # of Supplier (y-axis)

- Plot by category
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Opportunity Assessment: Benchmarking Organizational Efficiency
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Opportunity Assessment: Benchmarking Organizational Efficiency

 80/20 Supplier Model (Pareto Rule)

- Export departmental spend by supplier 

for given time period from PeopleSoft

- Pivot Spend to show top 80%

- Key Performance Indicator for 

Operational Excellence

- Provides insight into breadth and 

depth of supplier base



Questions / Comments

Travis Horsley

Work Phone: 404.651.5438
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